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ruptcy, because the debts had not been validly assigned.
The note of the judgment is very short and presumably
the reference here is to the failure by the assignee to give
notice to the hirers of the assignment, resulting in the
operation of the reputed ownership section as the effect
of the cases appears to be that failure to give notice of the
assignment of debts is conclusive evidence of the consent
of the true owner to the debts continuing in the reputed
ownership of the bankrupt (z).
Pipe's Case and Fuchsbalg's Case.—In Pipe's
case, the transaction was held to be a valid assignment
and good against the trustee as to instalments payable
after the commencement of the bankruptcy, and the same
result was arrived at in Fuchsbalg's case which went to the
Court of Appeal. In this Court the decision in Ex parte
Nichols, Re Jones (a) was distinguished. In that case it
had been decided that an assignment by the lessees of the
Alexandra Palace of the future receipts of the admission
fees to the Palace, was as regards those accruing after the
commencement of the bankruptcy, void as against the
trustee. But it was pointed out by the Court of Appeal
that in Nichols's case what was attempted to be assigned
was not a debt, nor could anything become due unless the
business of the Alexandra Palace was carried on, which
would depend entirely upon whether the trustees decided
to carry it on or not.
Wilmot v. Alton.—The matter was further discussed
in Wilmot v. Alton (6), in which the bankrupt had agreed
to supply a theatrical company with dresses and keep
them in repair for £40 per week for twelve weeks, and had
subsequently charged her interest in the agreement with
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